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No, Guy is not a cat, it's just the logo of Bemis Company, which was
founded in 1858 and has its largest plant in Vancouver, Washington. Guy
Davis grew up wrenching in sawmills and was according to some, "a wizard
with machines." His skills are now being utilized by Bemis Bag, where he
has made recent improvements in energy conservation, water recycling, and
the substitution of citrus based cleaners for all old solvents. These and many
other innovative and progressive changes have kept Bemis healthy and profitable in a brutally competitive business. Guy is always thinking ahead.
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He is included in this "Friends Far Flung" because for years he has authorized a $500 contribution from Bemis Company to the Pirate Shop mechanical program that he sees as "a worthwhile educational field, which helps
supply industry with skilled mechanics." He knows that wrenches in young
hands can engage minds and train the hands to obey instructions.
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Ric is a multi-talented metal worker, entrepreneur, restaurateur and a great
supporter of the Pirate Shop. He has given demonstrations (he can silver
solder and patina like nobody I have ever seen) and donated costly copper
to the program. Maybe it's because he is married to an artist, or maybe why
the artist married him, that his sense of design and how the finished product
should flow with the surrounding environment is harmonious.
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What really got him the big cahoona brownie button is the gift of his Monarch lathe to our shop. Every machinist dreams of owning a Monarch 10EE
toolroom lathe, and the unit pictured above is a 12" cousin to that famous
model. I feel a little guilty because I kept bugging him if he ever was going
to sell his Monarch, I wanted first bid. When he moved his shop this year
and decided to part with his pristine gem ... well, I still can't believe where it
ended up.
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